Confidential

Beyond Enterprise (BE) is delighted to announce the successful completion of a 2-month
collaboration with comitFS on behalf of a leading global financial services’ client.
BE provided programme and technical support to an evaluation of voice surveillance
technology, based on its Accelerated RFP approach. This agile methodology was applied to
3 vendors and included full on-premises testing and evaluation in the comitFS labs.
“The evaluation of speech recognition is becoming more frequent on behalf of our
FinServ clients seeking effective Communications Surveillance but this programme
was a particular challenge. The technical team at comitFS were superb and enabled us
to run multiple tests on prepared hardware, using pre-scripted scoring tools. The
evaluation included 2 new entrants to the Compliance Surveillance market. We hit our
targets in terms of time, quality and clear direction to the client for their product
development plans” – Simon Lewis, Senior Technologist, Beyond Enterprise
The entire exercise was completed to challenging deadlines set by the client, within 6 weeks.
This included scoring over 300 transcripts and related outputs, mined from a wide variety of
speech recordings and scenarios.
“The collaboration with BE has been immensely successful and bodes well for future
projects. The client is particularly pleased with the depth and quality of the final report.
A great result.” – Jappy Takhar, Managing Director, comitFS
Beyond Enterprise are an independent advisory company that acts as a trusted advisor to
financial services companies. We Identify and Reduce the Risks of Regulated Voice
Communications within an organisation. We help businesses prepare for MiFID II with a
rigorous, independent assessment of existing voice compliance. It includes a full check of
key areas, a risk analysis with recommendations, a score against 'best-practice' and an
industry benchmark comparison. - http://www.beyond-enterprise.co.uk
comitFS are specialists in trading technology with a number of Tier 1 financial institutions
among their clients. Beyond Enterprise collaborate with comitFS on technology evaluations,
product design and complex programme delivery. - http://www.comitFS.com
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